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	Beginning Oracle SQL: for Oracle Database 12c, 9781430265566 (1430265566), Apress, 2014

	Beginning Oracle SQL is your introduction to the interactive query tools and specific dialect of SQL used with Oracle Database. These tools include SQL*Plus and SQL Developer. SQL*Plus is the one tool any Oracle developer or database administrator can always count on, and it is widely used in creating scripts to automate routine tasks. SQL Developer is a powerful, graphical environment for developing and debugging queries.

	

	Oracle's is possibly the most valuable dialect of SQL from a career standpoint. Oracle's database engine is widely used in corporate environments worldwide. It is also found in many government applications. Oracle SQL implements many features not found in competing products. No developer or DBA working with Oracle can afford to be without knowledge of these features and how they work, because of the performance and expressiveness they bring to the table.

	

	Written in an easygoing and example-based style, Beginning Oracle SQL is the book that will get you started down the path to successfully writing SQL statements and getting results from Oracle Database.

	 

	
		Takes an example-based approach, with clear and authoritative explanations
	
		Introduces both SQL and the query tools used to execute SQL statements
	
		Shows how to create tables, populate them with data, and then query that data to generate business results



	What youÂ’ll learn

	
		Create database tables and define their relationships.
	
		Add data to your tables. Then change and delete that data.
	
		Write database queries that generate accurate results.
	
		Avoid common traps and pitfalls in writing SQL queries, especially from nulls.
	
		Reap the performance and expressiveness of analytic and window functions.
	
		Make use of Oracle Database's support for object types.
	
		Write recursive queries to query hierarchical data.



	Who this book is for


	Beginning Oracle SQL is aimed at developers and database administrators who must write SQL statements to execute against an Oracle database. No prior knowledge of SQL is assumed.
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New Results in Numerical and Experimental Fluid Mechanics XII: Contributions to the 21st STAB/DGLR Symposium, Darmstadt, Germany, 2018 (Notes on Numerical Fluid Mechanics and Multidisciplinary Design)Springer, 2019

	
		This book gathers contributions to the 21st biannual symposium of the German Aerospace Aerodynamics Association (STAB) and the German Society for Aeronautics and Astronautics (DGLR). The individual chapters reflect ongoing research conducted by the STAB members in the field of numerical and experimental fluid mechanics and...



		

Cisco TCP/IP Routing Professional ReferenceMcGraw-Hill, 2000
 
Updated and expanded to include the latest information on implementing TCP/IP  over Cisco routers, this sought-after reference gives you just what Cisco  documentation doesn't: crystal-clear, step-by-step instructions for every aspect  of running TCP/IP on...


		

MATLAB® Recipes for Earth SciencesSpringer, 2015

	With this fourth edition the book makes its fi rst appearance as an interactive

	ebook. Th is format allows the reader to follow the contents in much the

	same way as they are presented in the courses that I teach at the University

	of Potsdam and elsewhere. During such courses the participants interact

	with the various tools by...




	

Sams Teach Yourself Google+ in 10 Minutes (Sams Teach Yourself -- Minutes)Sams Publishing, 2011

	Sams Teach Yourself Google™+ in 10 Minutes gives you straightforward, practical answers when you need fast results. Work through its 10-minute lessons to jumpstart your Google+ experience...and then use today’s hottest social network to connect with everyone and everything you care about!  
...

		

Urological CancersSpringer, 2005

	Urological cancer constitutes approximately 30% of all cancer occurring in the Third

	and Second Worlds. In the main, these diseases are caused by environmental factors,

	such as diet and smoking, and it is hoped that action to regulate the influence of

	these environmental pathogens will lead to a decreased incidence over the next two...

		

Bulletproof Ajax (Voices That Matter)New Riders Publishing, 2007
Step-by-step guide reveals best practices for enhancing Web sites with Ajax
	A step-by-step guide to enhancing Web sites with Ajax.
	Uses progressive enhancement techniques to ensure graceful degradation (which makes sites usable in all browsers).
	Shows readers how to write their own Ajax...
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